September, 2010

Hi Folks
Steven Hairfield invited me to be a guest on his radio show earlier this year and he impressed me
with his comments and predictions. So I have asked him to share some of his information with you.
As I write this am still on the road and haven't read what he has written, but if it is anything like our
interview on his show you will find it interesting.
WISHING YOU LOTS OF GOOD STUFF,
Raymon

2012 Something to Consider
Steven L. Hairfield, Ph.D.
Part I

Before we begin this article I would like to pose several questions that I would like to ask you to
consider for a moment. Does it appear to you that our natural world is going through an upheaval?
When have you seen all of the global flooding that we have seen just this year? When have you seen
the number tornados' that have been occurring over the past few years and in places where they do
not usually occur? When have we seen the geologic activity and the magnitude that we now have
seen? How long has it been since we have had three hurricanes going on at the same time? Does it
seem that people are acting strange? Are we not seeing deception in most if not all directions? Are
you waking up in the early hours of the morning? Do you feel as though something is about to occur?
Do you sense that time is speeding up? If you are seeing all of these and much more then I feel that
this article is well worth reading. Why is all of this occurring now? Is 2012 really true? What were the
Maya attempting to tell us?
The short idea here is this; all of life is energy first which has created our physical reality and the
energy streams have not only begun to shift but they are beginning to speed up as they intensify. As
these streams shift so do our lives as individuals and as a world. We are now in a period of changing
times and things appear to be very unsettled at the present and it is real and is going to increase. They
will settle but we have quite a journey in front of us this is for certain. Today are we looking at global
warming or is it global warning? The field of the sciences cannot yet agree. If it is global warming why
did we just experience 100 year snow falls on the east coast? How does warming and snowfall actually

fit together? They do not! It is the shifting energy fields but just because we do not see them that
does not mean that they are not there. One could easily say at the moment the world and we
individuals are going through a purging of sorts. It is a way of the universe to remove our dark
energies so to speak. What are dark energies? They are things such as greed, anger, hatred, and deceit
and these are just a few. For them to be removed they must first come to the surface to be seen then
we have a choice release it or hold onto it and this is why we are seeing things such as Wall St., the
government and these are just a few which are to numerous to list in this article. Truth is attempting
to rise to the surface within each individual and all organizations of this world.
One could easily say that we are going through one of the greatest leaps of human evolution that we
may see in our modern times. What we are seeing is a birth process for all of life simply because the
energy streams are shifting in how they operate and as they do so do we. Do you realize that we the
human are a living breathing, thinking electro magnetic field and it is because of this that this coming
shift will have the greatest impact on us. Why would that be? Simply because we are the only living
thing that has the ability to realize what we are thinking no other living thing has that gift. It is our
minds that are going to shift in how we think and in how we live especially as these streams move
into greater intensity over the coming months and years. It is going to appear to all that the world has
lost its mind and in a sense it will. This leap that we are well into is all about awakening us to our
higher divine nature and if we cannot shift into that nature then we simply may not be here. As the
energy increases in vibration and intensity so do we to match it remember we are energy first and
physical second. Today one could state that we are moving into the intense phase and because of this
the one thing that is shared by me is to be very aware of what you are tempted by. Why would we
need to do that? Because you will carry it out especially if it has anything to do with the darker side of
the human being, it must come to the surface. An ancient prophecy states this “What ever is hidden
shall be made known” and this is what we are witnessing from all of human kind. What have we
become?
When we look around us today we see things in the natural world that defy our comprehension, such
as Haiti, the earth quake, the three hurricane's in the Atlantic at the same time or even a hundred
year snow fall. What we may not realize is that every time our comprehension is defied it expands at
the same time. This is the natural world's way of expanding our minds as we move into whole brain
function. Today we rely primarily on left brain logic. What will you do when one morning you awaken
and logic does not function in the manner in which we are accustomed? What will you do when you
awaken to a different reality? These are all things in which we are all going to experience this will
occur simply because as the energetic shift takes place so do our mental hemisphere's in other words
from left to right. This is why Mother Nature is doing what she is doing in our world, expanding our
minds and working to prepare us for the coming times. This is a process that has occurred 171 times
according to geophysics and we are in the 172 time of this occurrence. This is something that no one is
going to be able to avoid as we are all human and all of life is going through this shift of paradigms.
Every one when we think of 2012 we think of the date December 23 as the most significant and it may
well be but I have always seen October's as the one with the impact. If we look back over the last few

years October has had huge impacts on our world and lives as this month is where the shifts actually
begin to happen especially in the later part of the month around the 28th and especially the 28th of
next year and the year after 2012 this is where greater upheavals are going to appear. Why, one might
inquire this is hard to explain so to avoid confusion it is the mid point between the fall and winter
equinox where the pressures are greater on our world. The first time I saw this I was at the tender age
of 8 to 9 years old which created a life of searching for what all of this meant. This led me to studying
ancient prophecy from the Maya, the Bible, Merlin prophecies and the Oracle of Delphi, through
Nostradamus and Edgar Cayce and a myriad of others like the Hopi. These all have given me the
understanding that I have today as in what is actually going on. I am going to be offering this in
basically three parts to give you all the understanding of what is to come and it is going to be a
difficult and arduous journey in which we all face. I will explain how the shift is going to progress and
what is actually going on and to where it is going to take us willing or not we are awakening to our
Divine nature and our connectedness to all things including each other so stay tuned.
Steven L. Hairfield, Ph.D., author and International Speaker.

www.hairfield.com
email Steven@hairfield.com
It is time again for the call to action! 8 pm your local time, wherever you are in the world, on
Wednesday September 22nd. Please take a few minutes and join in, you DO make a difference and we
appreciate you joining us. For full details, click here www.raymongraceprojects.com/calltoaction.htm
.

With joy and laughter,
Faye

Thanks! We appreciate you!

PLEASE PASS THIS ALONG TO ANYONE YOU THINK MAY BE INTERESTED.
With joy and laughter,
Faye
www.raymongrace.us
www.raymongracefoundation.org
Thanks! We appreciate you!

December 2010

Howdy Folks,
We have been sending out a newsletter about 4 times unless we have something to say, and this fall
we have had more to say so you get an extra one.
I ask in my classes, “How many of you have noticed that the sun neither rises nor sets where it always
has?”
About one fifth of the audience raises their hands. In some areas the Hertz frequency is getting higher
than was predicted and having some serious effects on people and business.
Steven and I have similar information and come to similar conclusions but he has more details than I
do and explains it better.
In the current video of the month from the Raymon Grace Foundation, I explained why people are
going crazy. Have already received feedback of how this information has helped someone who was
having suicidal thoughts.
A few months ago, we produced a video called ‘Energetic Epidemics’ which listed the things I had
found affecting many people and also included a way to counteract the negative effects of these
things.
We have made 24 films for the Raymon Grace Foundation and covered a lot of subjects. November
will be our last video of the month until we feel there is more information to present to our
subscribers. For those of you who missed them, they are still available at
www.raymongracefoundation.org and I will have some available at my class locations.
In the past eleven years that I have been measuring energy, it has risen over 500%. With each rise of
energy our abilities for positive thought and action are increased. This is GOOD news.
To sum it up, when the sun no longer rises and sets where it has for many generations, should be
ample evidence that we are living in interesting times. Let’s make the most of it. We are the ones we
have been waiting for.
Last month I asked my friend Steven Hairfield to write the newsletter since I was on the road most of
the time. He wrote it in 3 parts and has just finished the second part. You would probably rather have

the information now than wait until time for the next regular newsletter so here it is.
Raymon

2012 - Something to Consider
The Geo-Physical Impact
Part II
by Steven L. Hairfield, Ph.D.

Has any one noticed that the sun has changed colors? Has any one also noticed that it is much
brighter outside? Does the sun influence the energy streams of not only the planet but the human as
well? Yes it does and we shall see the impact as you read these pages and I do hope that everyone
takes the time to review them and consider the possibilities of what’s to come. To begin this segment
let us first look into history to help in the understanding of what we may see and experience as we get
ever closer to the mystical date of December 23, 2012. I recall back in the fourth grade during a
geography class that it looked as though all of the continents fit together like a puzzle and when I
voiced this the teacher told me essentially that I was crazy that this was simply not possible. Many
years back, of course, geologists confirmed this idea and the name Pangaea was given it, one land
mass. Think about that for a moment, one single massive island or continent. Now consider the
magnitude of the upheaval that it must have taken for land the size of that mass to be moved apart.
The theory is that this happened all at once! In one mass movement this massive island was rent
asunder in one swift motion.
Ancient prophecy tells us that the lands and the islands will be moved from their places in the
twinkling of an eye and so it would seem. If we think back about the huge earthquake that hit the
island of Sumatra, that would be small by comparison to that one huge mass of land. This quake, a
9.2, moved that island, Sumatra, by slightly over 100 yards, so much so that the undersea bed had to
be remapped by the U.S. Navy. Now look back at Pangaea and what that must have been like to
create the separate continents we have today. That must have been a staggering event in proportion.
Are we going to witness something of this magnitude once more? That remains to be seen but I shall
offer what I have seen in visions and have subsequently studied over the years. Have you ever viewed
the futuristic maps of the world? There are differences in them yet they are all similar in what they
portray.
How could something such as these occur and so quickly? I will attempt to cover that later on in this
the second part of the whole story. There is ample evidence to back up what is being shared with you.
We shall attempt to offer as much as possible in the way of that evidence as we make this journey of
2012 and the material/physical world as we view it today. Geophysical science has been teaching us
of a global ice age but I do not sense that this is the case at all. Allow me to share with you as to why
this may not be the case, a global ice age. We know that the poles have shifted 171 times in the

history of the world that was shared with you in part I of this piece. Envision this idea that if the poles
have moved that number of times it is conceivable that the Arctic and the Antarctic have also taken
up different positions on the globe. I actually took a map of the world and randomly placed 171 stick
pins on the map and ironically whe! n I was done they very literally were on every continent and
country in the world. The reason science says that there was a global ice age is because of glacial
activity located on every continent. When the poles shift as they are at the present they take up brand
new positions and that area now becomes covered with snow and ice thus the glacial activity in so
many different parts of the world. This is the cycle of mother earth.
Here is an amazing piece of evidence that is well worth looking into. Consider this; are you familiar
with the “Barazakoff” Mammoth? If not look it up on the net keeping in mind that I may have
inadvertently spelled it incorrectly for it has been many years since I read about this staggering find.
Why is this so important? I think it makes two points one is how fast the movement occurs and the
second is that the land may have moved. Allow me to share this with you. Many years ago in Northern
Siberia a gentleman was fishing in a large stream some days after a very heavy downpour of rain.
While he was fishing very literally this mammoth went floating by him encased completely in ice,
frozen solid. It also happens that this man was a scientist and he notified the authorities of what he
saw. The mammoth was located, loaded onto a very large truck and was taken to a lab for studies.
Needless to say they were shocked at what they had found after it had slowly been thawed. The first
thing that they realized was that it had been flash frozen or that it had happened at a very high rate of
speed. What they found in its intestine were undigested buttercups along with the same find in its
mouth. They surmised that it became frozen while it was still eating and had not finished its meal and
not digested it as well.
Why is this so important? That is simple mammoths like today’s modern elephants are vegetarian
they only ate vegetation and nothing more. So why would a vegetarian animal be in an arctic zone?
They weren’t originally as the poles shifted or moved to their location. I know we always see
mammoths portrayed in snow but that is not where they lived and is a misconception. Where there is
a lot of snow there is no vegetation so they would not be located in an Arctic region yet this one was.
Also keep in mind that a mammoth like today’s version is warm blooded not cold. The curious thing
though is the speed in which the area where this mammoth was found at one point was not arctic and
in a moment it all changed! The physical poles simply relocated themselves to the position in which
the mammoth was located it did not travel into this zone it came to him. This also seems to support
the idea that a global ice age has never been and ne! ver will be either our poles simply move.
Another thing to consider is the Sahara Desert. Did you know that at one point it was a lush and fertile
land that was heavy in vegetation? So what happened there could this also be a result of a pole shift?
Allow me now to share some rather startling revelations on how all of this occurs through what I have
seen in visions and studied as well. When we look into the field of geophysics and then combine them
with prophecy they reveal a rather interesting picture for us to look upon. The first thing that must
take place is our shifting energy streams as they continue to increase in intensity and once they reach

between 113 – 115 hertz all things will begin the final phase of their shift into a new paradigm.
Raymon Grace has informed me on many occasions that areas like Washington D.C. are reaching 112
hertz as I am writing this and as it reaches these levels the rate of suicide and murder appear to
increase. This actually is occurring in pockets all over the world right this very moment. It appears we
are becoming a more violent world as we shed these negative energies that we have within us. It is
also not limited to urban sprawl because it i! s occurring even out in the countryside or in rural areas
of the globe as well. It is not the pockets so much as it is when this level reaches every single person
and place on our planet this then is the final trigger which sets the rest of the events in motion.
Here is the theory that metaphysics and prophecy postulate for us to understand. When we achieve a
consistent hertz level of 113 – 115 and it holds there we reach what has come to be known as zero
point. What exactly zero point? We have gone through a period that we could say is known as linear
time or so we thought. Einstein postulated a theory in that time was not linear that it was an arc and
we know because of geometry that an arc is any portion of a circle or cycle. We have gone from the
idea of linear time into what is now known as cyclic time. Have you ever wondered why things seem
to be cycling back to you whether it is events or people coming back into your life, cyclic time is the
reason? If time is a circle then this now implies that time in a sense is going to run into itself or we
reach what is known as zero point or a period of no time. I have read in many prophecies which
includes the Biblical texts that we shall overcome death and when we hit no time that would make
sense. I will share more on this in the next and final segment of this work.
It was shared with you in part one that we the human are much like a battery with a positive and a
negative polarity. Left brain is the positive pole and right brain is a negative pole and it may be that
both of these shift dominance in how we use our minds. This is where we go from left brain dominant
to right brain or even a mixture of both, or whole mind. To the extent of how it will really affect us
shall remain to be seen more on this also in the final segment. Once we achieve zero point what
occurs to the earth? What is about to be shared with you was first shared by me in February 2006
while I was being interviewed on Coast to Coast with George Noorey and I will share it with you here
and also offer supportive information on it. I think that what is about to be offered is going to be quite
the stretch for most minds yet if you follow all of this it does make sense. So here we go! Once we
achieve that mystical hertz level then earth is going to slow its rotation until it comes to a complete
halt once this occurs she is going to roll and twist to the new position that the poles will take up.
When she rolls it is to place the North Pole where it is supposed to be and the same for the South Pole
but they will be located over different land masses. North always remains north or at the top of the
earth as it sits today. I realize this sounds really out there but consider the following.
First of all, as suggested, this is not the first occurrence of this event being portrayed in these words.
When I originally talked of this on Coast to Coast many emails were received as you may imagine but
two of them were very intriguing because they came to me from two physicists. They shared with me
that they could mathematically prove the theory of earth movement and that it indeed had occurred
before. To further support this postulation let us look into prophecy. When Edgar Cayce was asked

why he chose to move his family to Virginia Beach his answer was simple. He said that the first reason
was because it was one of the safest places and that secondly this area would become sub-tropical. I
was raised in Virginia and can tell you that today it is not even tropical. Sub-tropical means below the
equator this implies that the earth will indeed roll and twist from its current position. Did you know
that this is occurring already note the positions of the sunrise and the sun sets they are in different
locations. We also see these implications in the Book of Ezekiel in the Old Testament and in the Book
of Mark it was shared with you that the lands and the islands would be moved from their places. We
find these same ideas posed in many of the ancient prophecies that the earth will change her position.
The oldest known map of the world even shows an island under what is known as present day
Antarctica. One has to ask themselves how they would have known that in times long ago. There is
only one way and that is at the time of its drawing it was not under ice and snow as it is at present.
Modern day satellite imagery verifies the island’s existence that it is indeed there.
There is one more piece of supportive information and this one comes out of the Hopi traditions in
the legend of the two suns. What might this mean? Here is another point to wrap your minds around.
In their legend, the Hopi, they speak of the idea that on one day the sun rose in the west and set in
the east and a few days later it rose in the east and set in the west as it does to this very day. This is
not as absurd as one may think simply because if the polarity does indeed shift then it would stand to
reason that our world would indeed rotate in a different direction simply because the polarities have
reversed themselves. Reality must match the new polarities. This process as I understand it is going to
take three days one day for it to slow, then one day stopped where the roll will occur and on the third
day earth will begin her rotation in the opposite direction. Sound impossible? Then consider these
pieces of information.
How does this occur? Here are several ideas to which I may only postulate. Did you know that a few
years back science realized that earth at the equator was two inches wider and that she is more round
now than egg shaped? This appears to be creating drag and is working to slow the rotation. Global
warming what effect will this have? Drag in a simple word. The Christ stated that “in that time the
ground will be so hot that we will not be able to walk on it with our bare feet.” Was He telling us of
this time in our world? All of this has been foretold in times past. In the book of Joshua it states that
the sun stood still for about a day and in the Maya texts they recorded a period of darkness that also
lasted for about a day as well. These two civilizations are on opposite sides of the world so that would
make sense as well. Now here is something else to consider gravity. No gravity is not a function of
rotation it is the rotation that allows us to move around, to stand and to walk. Ancient prophecy tells
us that we will become so heavy that we will not be able to get off of the floor or to even stand! Also
in many places it is written that there shall be three days of darkness even Revelation tells us this.
What the media has done is to portray this as war and death and destruction yet this may not be the
case. In the realm of psychology they use the idea of darkness as insanity so now it would appear that
for a short span of time we will in a sense be in a mental darkness as our minds adjust to the new
energy streams and thought process. I mean going from primary left brain function to right brain is
going to be somewhat staggering in the way that we think today.

Here is another point to consider as the earth has been rotating in the direction that it has for a long
period of time. Once she begins to rotate in the new direction you can imagine the stress that this is
going to place on the earth’s plates and it is going to cause them to move and possibly at a high rate of
speed. This will have a very large impact on tectonics and quite possibly extremely large earthquakes.
Remember that the Richter scale is open ended and once these all have occurred things shall begin to
settle in the new paradigm and to a new way of living. By the way there is also another theory out
there and this one involves our technology. Will they operate in the same manner? This is highly
doubtful simply because the polarities have changed which would imply the same would occur in the
way our electricity operates. What if it flows in the opposite direction as well? This is simply another
point to consider as we have grown so accustomed to our technological advances.
There are a few things to take into consideration that would be strongly advised. Keep your eyes on
the shifting weather patterns as this shall continue to increase over the days and months and become
more severe and intense in their activities. The second thing is the geologic activity this shall also
continue to increase in frequency and in magnitude. The third thing of course is human behavior as
we are continuing to be stretched by these shifting fields especially in our behavior patterns and
comprehension. As these things continue to increase they are signs simply of the coming changes in
the way that we live in our world today. Keep this in mind after all of these words have been put
before you and that is this do not have fear or become fearful as this is one of those dark energies
that we must free ourselves from. You will find out why in the final segment of this series for it is
going to be magnificent at the result and I am sure that most people would love to have this as their
experience, the realization of perfection in life which is a thing to cherish. The pangs of birth are upon
us and a new world shall be born. More to come soon in part III the new paradigm of living and life!
Steven L. Hairfield, Ph.D.
www.hairfield.com
Have you seen the documentary ‘Metaphysia 2012’? It is one person’s journey on 2012 visit my site
to see the trailer, amazing.
Steven will be conducting a rare weekend retreat the last weekend of January, 2011, in Longview
Texas. Don't miss this wonderful opportunity to spend time with An American Monk.... for details and
to register visit www.TheLoveThatYouAre.com/steven
Please forward this message to anyone you think would be interested.
We appreciate you!
Part III is below

Howdy Folks,
THANK YOU for your response to the Raymon Grace Foundation DVDs. It seems to work better for all
of us to make physical DVDs available on www.raymongracefoundation.org rather than offering them
as a monthly video. This way you can play them as much as you want for a long as you want.
We will likely have some more later when we feel there is more information to offer.
Have considered limiting the number of classes next year as this was the busiest year ever. Will see
how many invitations are received and then make decisions on which ones will reach the most
people.
I appreciate the invitations from you folks in other countries, but stopped flying 5 years ago and until
conditions improve in airports will not fly again. However, if you still fly, you are welcome to come to
a class in the U.S.---OR maybe I can visit you on the internet if I can get the act together.
Would like to remind you of a couple of things that is affecting the energy of most people. Be sure to
balance your polarity each day as it affects dowsing accuracy. Mass consciousness is the combined
thoughts of humans and it is worse than ever. This may be because of all the anger, fear and anxiety
in the world. Be sure to neutralize the negative effect of it on you and your family. I haven’t found a
way to make these things permanent any more than I have found a way to take a bath that will last a
year or more.
As you know, Dr. Steven Hairfield agreed to write the newsletter for me in September as I was on the
road. He wrote a long one and put it in 3 parts. Have just received part 3 and am sending it out now
rather than wait until the time that we normally send it out.
Dr. Hairfield has done predictions for the coming year since 2001 and had a 75% accuracy rate until
2010,and this year he has had a 90% accuracy rate. Listen on Dec 29th for prediction for 2011. Check
his website for links to the shows.
In spite of the current political correctness in this country-----I would like to THANK YOU for your friendship this year--- and for all of you who celebrate Christmas,
may it be the best one ever. For all of you who don’t, may you enjoy whatever you celebrate.

I APPRECIATE YOU!!!
Raymon

2012 Something to Consider
The Human Impact
Part III

This is the third and final part of my series on the idea of 2012 and the Mayan Prophecies. In this
section we are going to cover the impact on the human experience. We shall cover it from a physical
perspective first and then the impact on our minds and being. Then in how we will operate along with
our interactions with each other and life. Before we begin this final leg of the journey I would like to
share this with you. As shared earlier in section one on the second Tuesday of 2009 it was shared with
you that the sun changed colors from yellow to neon white. Have you noticed yet that it is even
brighter when you are outside? I was standing out in front of my office yesterday and thought to
myself wow it is really bright today. That day was Tuesday the 19th of October the third Tuesday of
the month one year later and today Wednesday it is just as bright and very intense. M! y sense tells
me that when this new energy reaches our planet it is going to raise the hertz level once more to a
more intense level that we have not seen as of yet. One could say that it is the final flush to work on
removing our negative energies which we have built up for millennia now. It will have its impact that
is for certain especially in the arena of human behavior. Simply watch humanity as a whole as we may
become more violent but I hope not. It has been shared with you all along that when we achieve a
hertz level of between 113 – 115 hertz then the dynamics of our world are in their final stages for the
shift of the ages. So let us begin to look into the impact on us the human and view our journey that is
still to come.
I would also suggest that we all keep our eyes on the natural world and Mother Nature she will
become more intense. She is going to continue to influence us in so many ways as she like us begins to
take up her new positions on our world. These are just the signs to be aware of as we begin our final
phase of expansion more on this in a few moments. I have always had one huge question in my mind.
Are we the ones doing the influencing or is it the natural world. Many years back I was walking on the
shores of Lake Tahoe, a beautiful place, and I distinctly heard these words as clear as if there were
another human walking with me. It said Steven the number is now correct! I asked what does this
mean and the response was you shall see as time continues to move forward. If the theory of the 100
monkeys is correct then this theory may swing in more than one direction. What I mean! by this is
that if the world becomes filled with negativity, greed and all of the baser forms of the human
experience then would we not all be affected? If we were to move into the higher paradigms would
we not all still be affected? This is why it is shared that it may swing one way or another. In reflection
while looking back on that day I feel that I now understand what is meant.

Allow me to share a quote from a wonderful book entitled ‘Thinking and Destiny’ by Harold Percival
written in 1946. He states it this way and I will offer a literal quote and then will offer my insights. “If
there comes a time when the power of the thoughts of the vicious so preponderates as to make any
recovery hopeless, then an Intelligence lets a fire god or a water god give to the race what its thoughts
have called for. Then follows the destruction of the race by water or volcanic action: the crust of the
earth shakes and opens, flames pour forth, and the earth crust sinks while the waters sweep over the
land.” He adds this idea as well “That is what happens when the people of a country or of the world
determine by their thoughts and acts that they will not live by law and order; that they will use force
against law and justice; or that they will give reign to the senses.” Are our world and the inhabitants
not showing all of these tendencies today? You see that was the message that I think I received from
the universe that day when I was told that the number was now correct. I sense that it wanted me to
realize that we had reached a tipping point in negativity and baser forms of living. Do we live naturally
in our world? Do we honor our world or each other? Do we lift people or do we pull them down? All
very important questions to ask oneself, where do you stand? This is the question that is exposing
people to what we have become gifted us by the universe. Does it hear us or is it sensing the
vibrations that we as human emanate?
At the risk of sounding judgmental we have for the most part allowed our egos to expand to the point
where it is now almost in complete control of us and it has driven us totally into our sense body.
Meaning material and physical seems to be the most important thing there is. It has even driven us
away from being centered to becoming self-centered and self-serving in today’s world for most
humans. Who lifts people today? Who shares in the higher divine character that we all have, it would
appear to be very few? Yes we are individual points of expression yet at the same time we are indeed
a collective in consciousness? Can this consciousness pull us down? Yes but it can also lift us which is
what divine expression is attempting to get us to realize and do. This will protect you because only the
divine nature is going to be able to handle the higher hertz levels. How do I know this? That is actually
simple because there is a passage in Revelation that says it all. I collect Bibles as a hobby and it is
amazing to me the difference in wording in the older ones verses the newer versions and one passage
in particular. In the newer versions it says this “do not harm those that have the seal of God on their
foreheads” the older versions state in this manner “do not harm those that have the seal of God in
their foreheads”. There is a world of difference between them as one implies an external idea and the
other an internal idea known as the intuitive sense to which we all have yet most do not use this
wonderful divine tool.
You see it is my sense when looking back during my walk at Lake Tahoe the message was that we as a
world had reached the lowest point that we could due to the dominance of the ego. In a sense we
have basically walked almost completely away from our soul our true nature. We no longer truly work
together but when we do it is amazing at what we are capable. So we are the trigger that lets the
universe know that it is time for another shift so to speak. I will in the next several paragraphs
attempt the cycles and shifts that we humans experience with life and have for millennia and it has

purpose. It is not known whether you accept the idea of reincarnation or not but for myself I know
that it is real because while studying in the Far East I experienced all of my lives and saw them as they
unfolded before my eyes, our soul is eternal and lives life after life. Each of us have experienced being
female and male. The idea is that as female we learn about sensitivity and as male we learn of
physical nature and in a sense it is to teach the balance between these two eternal energies.
Masculine and feminine energies are universal truths meaning they apply in all things so to balance
these energy streams we must experience them in the flesh so that we may grow and reach our own
divine nature. Yet we do not so nature steps in and nudges us!
To achieve this divine state we simply become polarized. This simply means that the masculine and
feminine energies become unified within us as one operating principle. Thus reincarnation is how this
is accomplished after all the best way to know another is to become them. Ironically we have always
been able to become polarized at anytime yet it goes, for the most part, unknown. In the Gospel of
Thomas from the Nag Hammadi it states this for us “When you make the two into one you may say
mountain move from here to there and it will be given you”. Such power we have available to us by
simply becoming one operating principle not just masculine or simply feminine physically speaking.
Before I continue with this idea it was stated above that the masculine and feminine are universal
principles. Here are few examples of what is being suggested; the Sun is masculine while the moon is
feminine, water is feminine while land is its opposite. Night is feminine while daylight is masculine,
soul is feminine and form is also its opposite. This idea is infinite and is the sheer power of creation
itself, there is more on this below. I shall not share the meaning of all the feminine and masculine
ideas, as it would be quite lengthy to do so. All of life may be compared to the swing of a pendulum
there are high points and low points in this swinging action. A pendulum will swing left to right and as
it returns toward the opposite direction it achieves a low point. One could easily state that the same is
true when it comes to life. We have just left the lowest point that human may reach steeped in the
physical ego mindset that we are today. We think that material reality and physical form is the only
thing that there is, no there is so much more to reality than this.
Look at it from this perspective when the pendulum begins to move towards the left and reaches the
highest point in its swing logic comes into play, equating this analogy to mind. Then as it begins its
downward swing we become more steeped in our logical mind set. This now brings the ego into play
while physical and material reality become dominant at the same time, the outer world now has more
influence upon us. This now becomes a world filled with masculine energy. Could this be why male is
so dominant in our societies today? After the swing achieves its lowest point it begins to lift to the
right side of the swing and as it climbs right brain or creative intelligence rises in dominance. We are
able to view this effect in the way that our ancestors wrote in texts such as the Dead Sea Scrolls, the
Vedas, Nag Hammadi, the Bible, and the Mayan texts they all wrote in metaphor me! aning right brain
and not literalistic as we do today. This is the same exact idea of reincarnation to create a balanced
divine human. And once more we see the very same cycle as it continues until we come to realize the
unification of the two sides or polarities in all things. By so doing oneness through the divine is
achieved within us and outside us as well the death of separation is achieved.

I realized something many years ago that is felt extremely important for all of us to come to
understand as it bears out the very cycles being discussed. Have you seen these letters before
“YHWH”? We have viewed it as an ancient name and have turned it into the likes of “Yehweh”,
Jehovah, and even God. How may this be done when there are no vowels involved? What if it is a
mathematical equation or better still a sacred geometrical equation for the creation of life? Allow me
to share with you something that was given me one day while in a deep state of reflection. It was
shown to me this idea “Y” is a representation of soul, feminine, “H” represents consciousness, mind
and is masculine. “W” represents the sense body or the emotions, feminine and the last “H” is the end
result or the body, physical form in all things and represents masculine. Once we put them all
together we have life as each one is subtle until the last which makes it obvious. Why is this so
important to understand? It is the same idea of how the energies are being affected by the higher
hertz levels and the cycles of life that were presented above.
During the last shift of our polarities the letters were set in different positions and operate in this
manner today “HHWY”. That now implies our body and mind are the most dominant to us and we lost
our true and natural states as divine human. It also is showing us why the masculine energy is forceful
today as well it is leading the way. How do we know simple because logic and material physical life
are so significant today? We have very strong egos and most of us live in that ego which has led us to
being self-centered. This is the lowest point in the swing of the pendulum. During this next shift,
occurring at this very moment, these geometric symbols are going to be placed in different positions
once more. It is occurring to bring us back to the divine path where soul becomes the most important
of all once again. Its purpose once more is the creation of a balanced way of living via soul
recognition. One could state that these energies are combining the two, soul and form, as one living
entity. Ironically we are anyway yet it goes unrealized by us today. I speak of this on a deeper level in
one of my books entitled “A Metaphysical Interpretation of the Bible” where I offer greater detail.
What effect does the rising hertz levels have to do with the magnetic fields? They have a direct impact
on all of life and in every aspect. If we switch the polarities then it impacts the energy streams that we
call life which includes the magnetic fields. In a sense they are the magnetic fields of life. What are the
influences of magnetic field changes upon us first in a physical context? After all, we are
electromagnetic beings as was shared with you in part one. These changes are affecting us at the
present moment and are going to continue to expand and will increase in speed. So let us first look
and our physical functionality. Dr. Valerie Hunt has developed a specially constructed room in which
she can change these magnetic fields. In her book, ‘Infinite Mind’, she reports that when “the
magnetism was decreased, gross in-coordination occurred. The entire neurological integrating
mechanism was thrown off. Subjects could not balance their bodies; they had difficulty touching
finger to nose or performing simple coordinated movements. They lost all kinesthetic movements.” Of
course, Dr. Hunt was creating the change quickly and the real shift happens over longer periods of
time. While this is true to a point when we reach the tipping point it also will occur rapidly according
to projections. When this occurs it is my hope that you are not driving a car, imagine all those vehicles

and what they will be doing. It is also my hope that you are not in an aircraft either for the very same
reason because according to Dr. Hunt we will certainly not be able to control our physical self, let
alone a moving vehicle. Please consider this for a few moments. Could this be why in the book of
Revelation states that there will be a period of three days of darkness? What if the three days of
darkness is simply the loss of all kinesthetic awareness in the human mind body relationship?
Let us look at the idea for a moment on the concept of these three days of darkness from the mental
impact now that we have examined the physical implications. Have you heard of Jill Bolte Taylor? If
not in brief she is a Neuroscientist that suffered a stroke and lost the total use of her left brain for
many years, eight for her to completely recover. One day it came back on and she recalls her total
experiences on the idea of oneness, our connectedness to life and to each other. She also talks of our
inner hidden divine nature that is attempting to work itself to the surface. She travels the world today
and talks with the scientific community about her experiences. One of which during this darkness she
had difficulty connecting to the outside world. She was aware of it but could not communicate and
was unable to function in a physical sense until she reawakened. Do an internet! search on her and
listen to the 18 minute interview on TED and it will give you a thumbnail sketch of what we are all
going to experience on a mass scale, the entire world. What she portrays is somewhat of what our
experience is going to be. But ours will be for a shorter period of time. How short global experience is
going to be remains to be seen but if we take ancient prophecy into consideration the guesstimate
would be for three days. My sense suggests that this will vary between humans and their personal
accomplishment on self discovery which we could be doing now. There are many today that are and
they are beginning to operate more from right brain than through left. It is these which will have the
shortest process to go through and the rest who are not used to right brain function will have more
difficulty; Jill Bolte Taylor is a simple example. To me she is the messenger for us all to hear.
So the question is what is going to be the best way for us to be able to work with the new and coming
dynamics? If you have viewed Jill’s short interview you will have an idea and if you have not please I
suggest that you do. There are things that one may begin working with today in preparation for these
coming times and she talks of them. Firstly let me say focus is of great importance practice focusing on
the moment that you are in, there is no future there is no past there is only now the present is all we
have. Get used to doing this be present. Something that I teach people is to practice keeping your
mind and thoughts always behind your eyes learn to not allow the mind to drift. If it does that is left
brain function taking you into the future or returning you to your past. Remember that we are going
to right brain dominant for a period then it moves into whole brain. So the point is to begin to awaken
more usage of the right side of mind; this side has no logic to it. The right brain is the creative side to
mind, the sensitive side of being. Begin practicing things such as being peaceful and compassionate
with yourself and all of life. Do the best that you are able in being unbothered by pettiness as an
example because this is one thing that is going to be released for the coming times. Release your
anger and the negative sides to your view of life the world and people after all that is just simply
judgment and nothing less.

If you diligently begin to practice these ideas your life will become easier and more fluid while at the
same time removing all forms of negativity. It shall also begin to prepare you for the coming times.
Place all of your intention and focus on the higher internal divine nature in which we all have available
to us. Life is and always has been a choice between living in loving peace through our divine being or
living in our small ego based self. Tame the ego and have it work with you but do not work for it as it
enslaves us. Learn to use more of your right side of brain as suggested here are some of the attributes
that we have that will draw on the use of this part of mind. Be gentle and speak gently to your self
and others, offer humility, open your heart to the true idea of love. Do not judge you or others and
always begin with you first. Once this is implemented within you, then it is easier to share it with
others because it will be genuine which is also key in this shift to come. Be your authentic self not
what others want you to be it is important to stand in the truth of divine being. Do not fear nor panic
as things intensify which is why working on a peaceful nature is so important to begin now until it
becomes you.
Work toward the higher divine self in all things that you do, think, feel and say until it becomes who
you are. Connect to the idea of oneness within and with all people in which you encounter because
this is the world to come. The world after all things are settled will be a place where all of us are going
to desire to live in because there will be a perfect blend of the divine and form. Imagine a world
where there is no such thing as disease nor stress a place where the human is the most important
idea. A world where there is no such thing as crime, war, laws or governments. Envision a world of no
division in any way where only wholeness is realized, a world where weapons, war or death is not
necessary and becomes long forgotten. Imagine a world where there is only peace. Envision a world
where no life is required to be taken not even for food. It will be a world of instant manifestation a
place where we all have only what we may use or require. This indeed would be a magnificent place
to live, no evil ,no darkness, living as infinite humans in God consciousness. We will be living the gift
of the universe being granted the tree of infinite knowledge.
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